
SOUTHWEST STRATEGIC STRATEGY ESSAY

Southwest Airlines is an airline carrier that operates within the American domestic market. This firm has been
experiencing challenges in maintaini.

Southwest should continue to operate at low costs so they may continue to provide low prices to their
customers, since cheap flights is one of the keystones of the company According to Colleen Barrett, the
challenges faced by Southwest Airlines due to fierce adversaries by rivals and local officials were instrumental
in building the passion of Southwest employees and ingraining a combative, can-do spirit in the corporate
culture Thompson and Gamble,  To build on this, Southwest must continue to focus on its core competencies,
reinforce its core values and must continue to align the incentives of its employees with those of the company.
This is part of the spirit of the Southwest. The airlines are bound on routes that have high demand. It would
come in effect in Thompson and Gamble,  The first one includes the political and legal factors. Strengths
Pricing has so far been one of the strategies that have successfully worked in any industry. The future trends of
oil prices are highly unpredictable due to the political changes occurring within the Middle-East region,
especially the relations between US and Iran. The minimum efficient scale was not very high since airlines
could choose to compete in a few markets, and costs were more or less proportional to the number of flights
offered and the number of markets the airline wanted to operate in. Any such re-regulation and government
mandated prices would severely hurt Southwest. The airline industry is subject to external forces such as fuel
prices, labor costs, passenger economic status, and public perception. First this essay presents a TOWS matrix
to generate strategic options: StrengthsWeaknesses OpportunitiesSouthwest Airlines can use its huge customer
base to sell ancillary product apart from free add-ons service in its flightsSo far, Southwest Airline is the only
airline making a consistent profit and undergoing constant growth in the US. Nevertheless, Boeing
manufactures may have a low bargaining power over its other customers like Jet Blue Airways, since it is not
as enormous as the southwest airlines. Southwest should not try to change its model and try to compete with
other traditional airlines by flying long-haul flights and setting up hubs. The competitive environment changed
dramatically over the course of the last century specifically when the industry underwent regulation and then
deregulation. Another cause of concern for the airline industry is the bargaining power of aircraft suppliers.
With the airline industry bleeding with red ink, the government might step in and start reregulating the
industry. Presently, operating airplanes and flight services is very competitive, and in most cases, is not
cost-effective industry; however, Southwest Airlines has been consistently profitable company, which is
successfully designed with the intention of achieving high growth. This essay uses various tools and
frameworks to analyze the external environment and its challenges, and internal resources and capabilities of
Southwest airlines. Over the past years, several large chains such as Circuit City closed their doors and others
like Starbucks and Borders are closing some of their stores to reclaim profits Essay Topic: Strategy , Airline
Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! Threats of Substitutes Most of the services offered by
airlines are almost similar; hence, a customer may be tempted to try out another airline with similar services.
What is it that you like or dislike about the strategy? With all this growth, why has profit margins been so thin.
Year-ending result for marked Southwest 37th consecutive year of profitability. Aviation fuel is a commodity
and its prices are determined largely by market forces and geo-political factors. Does Southwest have a
winning strategy? This fare offers early boarding privileges to passengers along with extra Rapid Rewards
Anthony,  When Southwest started in they were just a small regional carrier flying from Houston to Dallas.
Creativity and innovation are encouraged for improving the effectiveness of Southwest Airlines.


